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Registration Authority decision on Change Request no. 2015-009: to create the code 

element [mjb] Makalero . 

 

The request to create the code [mjb] Makalero is accepted. The Registration Authority wanted to 

comment on the lack of a split in this case, which will set a new precedent in handling some kinds of 

changes in the future. Based on comments by industrial users of the codes, we are raising the 

percentage of total population that can be split off without deprecating the code for a medium to large 

group. In this case, Makasae is a language community of about 102,000 and the Makalero represent 

less than ten percent (10%) of the total.  

 

In addition to the industrial request, we considered whether this would cause confusion in the field of 

descriptive linguistics. There has been little written about the Makalero until the recently published 

grammar by Juliette Huber which showed they were a different language. Because of this, it seemed 

better to leave the current code for Makasae, which has extensive written description and language 

development and to assign a new code to Makalero. 



East Timor: Makasae [mkz] and Makalero 
Charles E. Grimes, PhD, AuSIL, ANU, 3 March 2015 

Question: Is Makalero a dialect or separate language from Makasae? Does it need a separate ISO code? 

Sources: 
Makasae [mkz]: Many published sources are available, with varying degrees of reliability. This 
present assessment includes conversations and emails with Jessé Fogaça, who did his MA on 
Makasae (I have a PDF copy), and is completing his PhD on Makasae (Universidade de Brasília). 

Makalero: The primary published source available is Huber's 2011 700-page grammar of 
Makalero, her published PhD dissertation (I have a PDF copy). She has a reputation for solid 
work. I know 3 members of her PhD committee. (Note: ‘solid work’ is not an assessment I would 
use for all “linguists” working in Timor Leste.) 

Huber, Juliette. 2011. A grammar of Makalero: a Papuan language of East Timor. Utrecht: LOT. 

Summary from Huber: She sees Makasae and Makalero as separate languages. Makalero has 
around 6,500 speakers. Alternate name: Maklere. She also reports what we believe may be a 
previously unreported speech variety called “Sa'ani”, which may “perhaps be seen as a 
transitional variant between Makasae and Makalero.” (2011:9) She reports that “Makalero is 
relatively vital. ... used in everyday life as well as in ritual contexts ... learnt as a first language 
by all children of Makalero parents... high levels of multilingualism  [with Tetun [tdt] and 
Indonesian, but not Portuguese].” (p.9) Her discussion of comparative issues is not well 
informed by rigorous comparative methods and not strong on sociolinguistics, but that is also 
not the focus of her grammar. She acknowledges that while some speakers consider Makalero 
to be a “dialect” of Makasae (my interpretation: lexically it is obviously closer to Makasae than 
to Fataluku), she also notes there are “a range of grammatical differences” (briefly listing 
several) and concludes that everything considered together “warrant the use of the term 
language, rather than dialect”. (p.11) 

Huber's work is supplemented for this discussion by a recorded wordlist and preliminary 
research undertaken by Jessé Fogaça. His Makasae data are based on more long term research 
and are more reliable. His Makalero data are from short term contact and may be less reliable – 
but nevertheless extremely helpful for triangulating on Huber's comments. 

Classification:  
Timor-Alor-Pantar (along with Fataluku, Makasae, and Bunak). I would say this is confirmed. It 
is not an Austronesian language, although it borrows some basic vocabulary from AN sources. 

Lexical similarity:  
Both Huber's introductory dictionary of Makalero (included as an appendix to her grammar), 
and Fogaça's Makasae and Makalero wordlists show: 

 both similarities and differences in the pronouns and other functors; this complements 
Huber's list of grammatical differences. (F. Agard and J. Grimes have separately pointed 
out that differences in grammatical functors can block intelligibility to a much greater 
degree than differences in content words such as nouns and verbs); 

 many colour terms are borrowed from Austronesian sources (also found in Fataluku); 
 some numbers are borrowed from Austronesian sources, but are not the same between 

the two lgs (this is also found in Fataluku); 
 considerable differences in body part terms, as well as some similarities; 
 some common verbs (like walk, spit) borrowed from Austronesian sources. 

Fogaça's 205-item wordlists have 195 items eligible for comparison. I have considerable 
experience on surveys, wordlists and comparative studies using different methods, and several 
publications. But I haven't worked with these lgs before. My quick and dirty comparison shows 
54% lexical similarity. This is being generous, allowing a few underlying cognates, and a few 



polymorphemic items where one part is similar and the other is different –a few things that 
would probably not be recognised as “similar” by your average speaker. 

Jessé has worked long term with Makasae, but describes himself as not having a strong 
background for comparing lgs. He came up with 56% lexical similarity (18% identical; 38% 
similar). 

There is no statistically significant difference between these two independent figures (54% and 
56%). Even allowing a massive 5% margin for error due to the short term contact with 
Makalero, 60% is still considerably below the range which most linguists would allow for being 
considered dialects of the same language for this size wordlist (see Simons 1977). 

However, relatively speaking, 55% is quite high for lgs in the Timor-Alor-Pantar group, so it 
should not be surprising that some have considered Makalero to be a ‘dialect’ of Makasae. 

Systematic phonological differences: 
In the data, Fogaça and I can see the following regular sound correspondences: 

Makasae Makalero 
g 
ʔ 
ai 

k 
h 
ei 

 

There are also irregular b ~ p variants, w ~v variants, o ~ u variants, and words like dudulu ~ 
tutur (which are probably cognate, but not lexically similar). Also short V, long VV, and 
intervocalic VʔV / VhV variants. 

Altogether, highly unlikely to be inherently intelligible without prior contact. 

Bilingualism vs. inherent intelligibility: 
It seems fair to say that the two languages are not inherently intelligible. 

Makasae is numerically and socially and politically the dominant group of the two. Makalero is 
smaller and overshadowed. So it is not surprising that some Makalero speakers tend to have 
learned (a bit of) Makasae, but the average Makasae speaker knows almost nothing about 
Makalero. Fogaça says, “Makasae speakers, …, struggle to understand Makalero.” 

In later email Fogaça reports, “I asked them [a group of Makalero speakers] to read short 
phrases and paragraphs in Makasae, which they struggled to understand. They were guessing 
the meaning and having little comprehension of the text.” 

Identity issues: 
There are strong identity indicators that the two have distinct and separate social identities. 

Without alerting them to the fact that we were exploring the question, “Are Makasae and 
Makalero the same or different?” Makalero speakers spontaneously bring up a number of 
issues to support their distinct social identity. These include: different (origin) story traditions, 
differences in their political and kingship systems, differences in their belief systems, 
differences in their bridewealth systems, death and mourning rituals, differences in the way 
their ritual language specialists work, etc. 

Summary recommendation: 
Given all this, I (along with Jessé Fogaça) strongly support the recommendation to give 
Makalero its own ISO code, and a separate entry in the Ethnologue. 

Respectfully, 

 

Charles E. Grimes, PhD 
1. Timor Survey Coordinator, Australian Society for Indigenous Languages (AuSIL). 
2. Adjunct Professor, Department of Linguistics; School of Culture, History & Language; College of Asia & the Pacific; 
Australian National University. Canberra. 


